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FARMER TICE’S
PRACTICE BK.4.
VOCABULARY PRACTICE
FARMER
TICE’S VOCABULARY
BK.4.1

7he aliens seemed
seemed to think
think that
that
1}
language,origin,
origin, && culture. The
common language,
people sharing a common
|} characteristic of people
Tice were
hillbillies like
from some strange
like Farmer
Farmer Tice
hillbillies
were from
strange ___________ group.
Tice’s wife
wife was
with him.
direct. Farmer
Farmer Tice’s
confident, aggressive,
bold, confident,
2} bold,
was always __________ with
aggressive, direct.

from being a _____________ business.
business.
/ice Acres was
far from
3} profitable;
profitable; money-making.
money-making. Tice
was far
Tice was
driven to achieve.
achieve. About
About the
the only
Farmer Tice
about were
4} highly
highly motivated; driven
was ___________ about
were
only things
things Farmer

vittles.
and eating
sleeping,
eating vittles.
sleeping, fishing, and
Tice beat
miracle. Farmer
Tune in checkers ____________ 3 games in a row!
Farmer Tice
Farmer Tune
row!
beat Farmer
5}
5} adverb. helped
helped by a miracle.
Tice
educated at
the public library, Farmer
Farmer Tice
6} square-shaped hat of graduates && professors.
professors. After getting
at the
getting educated
traded his
hat for
traded
his farm hat
for a _____________.
that the
deceive. The
7he FBI
FB/ told
Tune that
of the
Farmer Tune
took of
told Farmer
7} a trick or joke meant to deceive.
the picture he took
the flying
flying saucer
was
saucer was

just a ____________.
Just
2

& happiness
Tice adopted
Farmer Tice
the philosophy of
8} a philosophy;
of
philosophy; pleasure
pleasure &
happiness is the main goal in life. Farmer
adopted the

vittles was
because he thought
the key
______________,, because
true happiness.
happiness.
was the
thought being lazy
lazy && eating
key to true
eating vittles
7here was
the
was /ots
9} noisy disturbance; lots of noise && rumbling
lots of
of_____________ going on at
rumbling going
going on. There
at the

the angry
Nutria rally
rally on stage
stage between the
angry candidates.
Tice wore
Farmer Tice
left eye to
10}
10} a single lens for seeing.
to look important.
wore a ______________ on his left
seeing. Farmer
important.
| 1} to walk pompously;
walk. Crazy
Ernie __________ across the
the stage
11}
pompously; swagger;
Crazy Ernie
carrying a
stage carrying
swagger; as roosters walk.

Lenin.
with a picture of
communist flag
communist
ofLenin.
flag with
| 2} an intelligent
based on facts.
facts. There
7here was
of._____________ as to
/ots of
what had
Farmer
had happened
12}
to what
intelligent guess based
was lots
happened to Farmer

Tice during
Tice
during his disappearance.
disappearance.
| 3} ancient Greek philosopher;
Tice began
Plato. Farmer
Farmer Tice
the streets
barefoot &&
13}
ofHokum barefoot
streets of
philosopher; teacher of Plato.
walking the
began walking

lectures like
wearing
like _______________.
wearing a toga, giving lectures
Tice was
7he only
in was
Farmer Tice
skilled; competent; met the requirements.
14}
14} skilled;
was ____________ in
was Pig
requirements. The
on/y language
language Farmer

Latin.
excited. Farmer
Tune became
when he thought
Farmer Tune
became _________ when
taken a picture of
had taken
real flying
15}
15} very excited.
ofa real
flying
thought he had
he fainted.
FBI told
him the
Then, he
the FBI
the picture was
told him
saucer.
fainted.
saucer. Unfortunately,
was a hoax. Then,
Unfortunately, the
| 6} change from one form
form to another; transformation;
After leaving the
the transporter
transformation; caterpillar to butterfly. After
16}
transporter

Tice went
from idiot
Farmer Tice
idiot to genius.
chamber, Farmer
chamber,
went through
genius.
through a __________________ from

to

| 7} fooling around; wasting
chance to go fishing, Farmer
Tice never
Whenever he had
time. Whenever
the chance
Farmer Tice
had the
17}
wasting time.
never

a

lamb’s tail.
tail.
of a lamb’s
He’d get
the lake in two shakes of
__________________ around. He’d
to the
get to
| 8} adverb. in an unconcerned,
Tice beat
unconcerned, indifferent,
Tune in checkers 3
Farmer Tice
Farmer Tune
beat Farmer
18}
indifferent, calm manner.
3 games
manner. Farmer

him to
then ________________ told
told him
in a row, && then
to pay up.
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home from
Tice came home
When Farmer
astounded. When
Farmer Tice
the race
track && actually
astonished; astounded.
amazed; astonished;
19}
from the
19} overcome;
actually
race track
overcome; amazed;

in

the cookie jar, she was
put
money in the
was completely
completely ________________.
put money
in vision or thought;
intellect. The
7he aliens
aliens had
trouble measuring
keenness; perceptiveness
had trouble
20} sharpness;
sharpness; keenness;
perceptiveness in
thought; intellect.
measuring
Farmer Tice’s
mental ______________,, because
because he was
low on the
the IQ
IQ scale.
Farmer
Tice’s mental
too low
was too

to

mouthed off
When the
made frightened
another. When
the Nutria mouthed
21} made
off to
display of superiority by another.
frightened esp. by threats or display
Farmer Tice’s
wife, she was
Farmer
Tice’s wife,
was not
not _________________..

& student of Socrates.
Ancient Greek
Greek philosopher
Socrates. After
“The Republic”
After reading
Farmer
22} Ancient
philosopher &
Republic” by
reading “The
by ________,, Farmer

Tice couldn’t
Aristotle.
couldn't wait
back to the
the library
wait to
and read
read about Aristotle.
Tice
to get
library and
get back

historians. After reading
“The Story
Civilization”, a huge
23} one of the world’s greatest historians.
ofCivilization”,
ofbooks by
set of
reading “The
Story of
huge set
by
Tice became an expert
wife, Ariel, Farmer
Farmer Tice
_________________ && his wife,
history.
expert in history.

/’m Evil
Fvi/in
7he Nutria got
from _________________,,a
their money from
24} name
that means
in Hungarian. The
a
name that
means I’m
got their
evil-doer who
who devoted
life trying
devoted his life
visa-versa.
into right
and visa-versa.
dastardly
dastardly evil-doer
right and
trying to make wrong
wrong into
Tice was
Farmer Tice
Park on a ____________ carried
carried
around Bum Park
25} like a car upon
was paraded
paraded around
upon 2 carrying poles; Farmer
wife showed
until his wife
showed up!
that is, until
by
ofburly
burly looking Nutria; that
by a couple of
Tice’s brain power began
smaller in size or number.
number. Farmer
Farmer Tice’s
and pretty soon
26} getting smaller
began _______________,, and

dunderhead and
idiot.
back to being a dunderhead
he went
andvillage
village idiot.
went back
evil. Gonosz
who
Gonosz Vagyok
wicked; evil.
27} disgusting;
disgusting; revolting;
revolting; repulsive;
repulsive; wicked;
Vagyok was
was a very
very _____________ man who
devoted his
with is billions
billions of
dollars.
evil with
devoted
his life to
ofdollars.
to doing
doing evil
ball to a pole. Farmer
Tice’s wife
wife had
him ____________ to
attached to something,
Farmer Tice’s
had him
28} tied or attached
like a ball
something, like
toaa big

from the
farm.
ball so he couldn’t
couldn't escape
the farm.
iron ball
escape from

loved her
her _________________ beautician,
29} fawning;
fawning; showing
showing excessive eagerness to please.
please. Honeybunch
Honeybunch loved
who'd
how beautiful
beautiful she was
Pierre, who’d
her how
Pierre,
tell her
tip.
bigger tip.
to get
was just to
tell
get a bigger

Tice sold
mistakes. Farmer
Dillon’s Packing
Farmer Tice
sold his tomato
30}
tomato crop to Dillon’s
30} not correct; with mistakes.
Packing House but got
paid an
got paid

___________ amount.

ambitious, assertive,
acuity,
assertive, commotion,
commotion, dilly-dallied,
ecstatic,
dilly-dallied, diminishing, ecstatic,
acuity, ambitious,
ethnic, flabbergasted,
hoax, inaccurate,
intimidated,
ethnic,
inaccurate, intimidated,
flabbergasted, Gosnosz Vagyok,
Vagyok, hoax,
loathsome, Hedonism, lucrative,
lucrative, metamorphosis,
loathsome,
miraculously, monocle,
metamorphosis, miraculously,
Socrates,
Plato, proficient,
chair, Socrates,
mortarboard,
mortarboard, nonchalantly,
nonchalantly, obsequious,
obsequious, Plato,
proficient, sedan chair,

speculation,
speculation, strutted, tethered, Will Durant
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VOCABULARY PRACTICE
PRACTICE BK.4.1
FARMER TICE’S VOCABULARY
BK.4.1 {ANSWERS}
FARMER
{ANSWERS}

7he aliens seemed
seemed to think
think that
that
1}
language,origin,
origin, && culture. The
common language,
people sharing a common
|} characteristic of people
Tice were
hillbillies like
like Farmer
Farmer Tice
trom some strange
hillbillies
strangeethnic
ethnic group.
were from
Tice’s wife
wife was
with him.
direct. Farmer
Farmer Tice’s
confident, aggressive,
bold, confident,
assertive with
2} bold,
was always assertive
aggressive, direct.

7ice Acres was
business.
far from
trom being a lucrative
lucrative business.
3} profitable;
profitable; money-making.
money-making. Tice
was far
Tice was
driven to achieve.
achieve. About
About the
the only
Farmer Tice
ambitious about
about were
4} highly
sleeping,
highly motivated; driven
was ambitious
were sleeping,
only things
things Farmer

fishing, and
eatingvittles.
vittles.
and eating
Tice beat
miracle. Farmer
Tune in checkers miraculously
Farmer Tice
Farmer Tune
row!
beat Farmer
5}
5} adverb. helped
helped by a miracle.
miraculously 3 games in a row!
Tice
educated at
the public library, Farmer
Farmer Tice
6} square-shaped hat of graduates && professors.
professors. After getting
at the
getting educated
traded his
mortarboard.
traded
his farm hat
hat for a mortarboard.
Tune that
FBI told
deceive. The
7he FBI
Farmer Tune
the picture he took
took of
the flying
told Farmer
7} atrick
trick or joke meant to deceive.
that the
ofthe
flying saucer
was
saucer was

just a hoax.
Just
& happiness
Tice adopted
Farmer Tice
the philosophy of
8} a philosophy;
in life. Farmer
of
philosophy; pleasure
pleasure &
happiness is the main goal
adopted the
goal in

vittles was
because he thought
the key to true
Hedonism, because
Hedonism,
true happiness.
happiness.
was the
lazy && eating
thought being lazy
eating vittles
7here was
the Nutria
commotion going on at
9} noisy disturbance; lots of noise && rumbling
ofcommotion
rumbling going
was lots of
going on. There
at the

the angry candidates.
rally
candidates.
rally on stage
stage between the
Tice wore
Farmer Tice
his left
left eye to
monocle on his
10}
10} a single lens for seeing.
to look important.
wore a monocle
seeing. Farmer
important.
| 1} to walk pompously;
walk. Crazy
Ernie strutted
the stage
strutted across the
11}
pompously; swagger;
Crazy Ernie
carrying a
stage carrying
swagger; as roosters walk.

a

communist flag
communist
flag with
with a pictureof
of Lenin.
Lenin.
| 2} an intelligent guess based
Tice
based on facts.
facts. There
7here was
what had
Farmer Tice
had happened
12}
ofspeculation
to Farmer
was lots of
speculation as
happened to
as to what
intelligent
an

during
during his disappearance.
| 3} ancient Greek philosopher;
Tice began
Plato. Farmer
Farmer Tice
the streets
barefoot &&
13}
ofHokum barefoot
streets of
philosopher; teacher of Plato.
walking the
began walking

wearing
lectures like Socrates.
giving lectures
wearing a toga, giving
Tice was
7he only
Latin.
in was
Farmer Tice
skilled; competent; met the requirements.
14}
14} skilled;
was proficient
was Pig Latin.
requirements. The
only language
language Farmer
proficient in
became ecstatic
excited. Farmer
Tune became
when he thought
Farmer Tune
taken a picture of
had taken
real flying
15}
ecstatic when
15} very excited.
ofa real
flying saucer.
saucer.
thought he had
FBI told
him thepicture
fainted.
hoax. Then,
Then, he fainted.
the FBI
told him
Unfortunately,
picture was
was a hoax.
Unfortunately, the
| 6} change from one form to another; transformation;
the transporter
16}
transformation; caterpillar to butterfly. After leaving the
transporter

Tice went
Farmer Tice
chamber, Farmer
chamber,
fromidiot
idiot to
went through a metamorphosis
to genius.
genius.
metamorphosis trom

to

chance to go fishing, Farmer
Tice never
Whenever he had
time. Whenever
the chance
Farmer Tice
had the
17}
17} fooling around; wasting
wasting time.
never dilly-dallied
dilly-dallied

lamb’s tail.
tail.
He’d get to
the lake in two shakes of
around. He’d
ofa lamb’s
to the

| 8} adverb. in an unconcerned,
Tice beat
unconcerned, indifferent,
Tune in checkers 3
Farmer Tice
Farmer Tune
beat Farmer
18}
indifferent, calm manner.
3 games
manner. Farmer

him to
then nonchalantly
told him
in a row, && then
to pay up.
nonchalantly told
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home from
Tice came home
When Farmer
astounded. When
Farmer Tice
the race
track && actually
astonished; astounded.
amazed; astonished;
19}
from the
19} overcome;
actually
race track
overcome; amazed;

in

the cookie jar, she was
put
money in the
was completely
completely flabbergasted.
flabbergasted.
put money

in vision or thought;
intellect. The
7he aliens
aliens had
trouble measuring
keenness; perceptiveness
had trouble
20} sharpness;
sharpness; keenness;
perceptiveness in
thought; intellect.
measuring
Farmer Tice’s
mental acuity, because he was
low on the
the IQ
IQ scale.
Farmer
Tice’s mental
too low
was too

off

made frightened
mouthed off to
When the
another. When
the Nutria mouthed
21} made
frightened esp. by threats or display
to
display of superiority by another.

Farmer Tice’s
wife, she was
Farmer
Tice’s wife,
intimidated.
not intimidated.
was not

& student of Socrates.
Tice
Ancient Greek
Greek philosopher
Socrates. After
“The Republic”
After reading
Farmer Tice
22} Ancient
philosopher &
reading “The
Republic” by
by Plato, Farmer

about Aristotle.
couldn't wait
back to the
the library
wait to
and read
read about
couldn’t
Aristotle.
to get back
library and

historians. After reading
“The Story
Civilization”, a huge
23} one of the world’s greatest historians.
ofCivilization”,
ofbooks by
set of
reading “The
Story of
huge set
by
Tice became an expert
Will Durant
wife, Ariel, Farmer
Farmer Tice
Durant && his wife,
Will
history.
expert in history.

/’m Evil
Evi/in
7he Nutria got
from Gosnosz
their money from
Gosnosz Vagyok,
24} name
in Hungarian. The
Vagyok, a dastardly
name that means
means I’m
dastardly
got their
devoted his
who devoted
life trying
visa-versa.
evil-doer who
and visa-versa.
evil-doer
his life
right and
trying to make wrong
wrong into right

Tice was
sedan chair
Farmer Tice
Park on a sedan
carried by
chair carried
around Bum Park
25} like a car upon
was paraded
paraded around
by
upon 2 carrying poles; Farmer
wife showed
is, until
until his wife
showed up!
that is,
Nutria; that
a couple of
ofburly
burly looking Nutria;
up!

Tice’s brain power began
smaller in size or number.
number. Farmer
Farmer Tice’s
and pretty soon he went
26} getting smaller
went
diminishing, and
began diminishing,

back to being a dunderhead
dunderhead and
and village
back
villageidiot.
idiot.

evil. Gonosz
who devoted
Gonosz Vagyok
loathsome man who
devoted his
his
wicked; evil.
27} disgusting;
disgusting; revolting;
revolting; repulsive;
repulsive; wicked;
Vagyok was
was a very
very loathsome

lite to
with is billions
billions of
dollars.
evil with
life
ofdollars.
to doing
doing evil

ball to a pole. Farmer
Tice’s wife
wife had
him tethered
attached to something,
Farmer Tice’s
ball
tethered to
had him
28} tied or attached
like a ball
to a big iron ball
something, like

from the
farm.
couldn't escape from
the farm.
so he couldn’t

loved her
Pierre,
her obsequious
29} fawning;
fawning; showing
showing excessive eagerness to please.
please. Honeybunch
Honeybunch loved
obsequious beautician, Pierre,
who'd tell
tell her
how beautiful
beautiful she was
her how
who’d
tip.
bigger tip.
to get a bigger
was just to

Tice sold
mistakes. Farmer
Dillon’s Packing
Farmer Tice
sold his tomato
30}
tomato crop to Dillon’s
30} not correct; with mistakes.
Packing House but got
paid an
got paid

Inaccurate amount.
inaccurate

»

had his hopes
Farmer Tune had
up.
his hopes up.

it

who was
Now,
was it that wrote
Now, who
“MADE IN CHINA” on the
“MADE

bottom of that flying saucer?
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